Highlights from the press – Dr. Loosen 2012
DR. L RIESLING 2012
[91] Wine Spectator
– Best Value –
Top 100 Wines of 2014 (#40)
This succulent white, filled with plush red peach, cherry
and white currant flavors that are supported by zesty
acidity. Long and creamy on the finish, offering plenty of
spicy overtones. Impressive for the category.
February 28, 2014

[89] Wine Enthusiast
– Best Buy –
Bees wax and smoke meld with unctuously sweet berry
and yellow cherry flavors in this squarely composed semisweet Riesling. It’s juicy and fruity on the palate, but
balanced with cutting lemon acidity and a fresh, green
flurry of grass and herbs on the finish. December 2014

[88] Tasting Panel
Spritzy and fresh with bright apple and racy acidity; some
sweetness but lovely structure and balance. December 2013

[16/20] Jancis Robinson
Not much nose but bright, light, slightly fizzy fresh fruit
with white pepper aromas on the palate. Good stuff.
August 2013

DR. LOOSEN RIESLING DRY
“RED SLATE” 2012
[87] Wine Spectator
The tangerine and lemon-lime
flavors are well-defined in this
crunchy, juicy white. The zesty
finish is filled with savory herb notes. Web Only 2014

[87] Wine Enthusiast

[87] Mosel Fine Wines
This wine... offers an open and direct nose of ripe red
apple, pineapple, almond cream, apricot, slate and mint.
The wine is straight and quite acidic on the palate and
gains in power in the long and tart finish. It leaves a fully
dry and mineral feel in the after-taste. October 2013

[16.25/20] Decanter
Gooseberry compote nose with a salty, mineral character
that lifts the palate. Has a nice fruit concentration with a
slight lactic flavour; long finish. September 2014

DR. LOOSEN ERDENER
PRÄLAT RIESLING GG
ALTE REBEN 2012
[91] Wine Enthusiast
Fresh-cut grass and greenfloral notes lend vibe to heady apricot aromas on this ripe,
rich, lusciously textured Riesling. Dry in style yet bold in
body and alcohol, it’s kept in balance by a streak of nervy
acidity. Finishes with a flair of potpourri and floral
perfume. December 2014

[90] Wine Spectator
Very zesty, with plenty of snap to the elegant Fuji apple,
red peach and Asian pear flavors that feature a silky
texture. The finish echos with cream and spice nuances.
August 31, 2014

DR. LOOSEN ERDENER TREPPCHEN RIESLING GG
ALTE REBEN 2012
[89] Wine Spectator
The fresh-cut peach and apricot flavors are lightly spiced
in this plush style, with hints of grapefruit. Reveals some
minerally accents on the creamy finish. August 31, 2014

Whiffs of lanolin and honey lend warmth to zesty lime
aromas on this dry, briskly structured Riesling. The palate
is fresh like an alpine forest, showing delicate notes of
pine frond and grass. It finishes briskly with cutting
lemon and apple flavors. December 2014
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DR. LOOSEN ÜRZIGER
WÜRZGARTEN RIESLING GG
ALTE REBEN 2012
[90] Wine Enthusiast
The nose of this dry Riesling is
subdued with faint hints of blossom,
wet stone and lime zest. The palate, however, is anythingbut subdued, with ripe yellow-cherry and peach flavors
that linger lusciously. Almost oily in texture, it’s richly
bodied, but brightened with a sheen of lemon-lime acidity.
December 2014

[90-92] Mosel Fine Wines
This showy and expressive wine offers superb infused
flavors of fruits which include pineapple, grapefruit and
apricot, nicely wrapped into some fresh scents of mint.
The wine is compact, pure and focused on the palate but
tends to expand and become riper in the finish, so that we
would opt to drink this rather early. October 2013

[89] Stephen Tanzer’s
International Wine Cellar
Delicate aromas of white peach, pie nuts and lemon oil.
Succulent but nicely delineated star fruit is finely paired
with an elegant acid drive. A wine with nice weight,
subtle depth and attractive finishing spices.
Jan./Feb. 2014
[88] Wine Spectator
Suave, verging on a delicate style, with fresh-cut Gala
apple, kiwifruit and pear sauce flavors that are bright and
lightly spiced. Pastry notes linger on the fresh finish.
Web Only 2014

DR. LOOSEN WEHLENER
SONNENUHR RIESLING GG
2012
[89] Stephen Tanzer’s
International Wine Cellar

[89-91] Mosel Fine Wines
This attractive and quite aromatic wine is all about
banana, apricot, pineapple and kiwi. This leads to a
creamy and comparatively soft structure on the mediumbodied palate. Some CO2 in the finish brings lightness to
this powerful GG-styled wine. October 2013
[87] Wine Spectator
Crisp, with apple and lemon-lime flavors that are wellproportioned. Spices dance lightly on the finish, revealing
notes of savory herb. Web Only 2014

DR. LOOSEN RIESLING
KABINETT “BLUE SLATE” 2012
[90] Tasting Panel
Crisp and juicy green apple and
tangy acidity; bright, juicy and
nicely balanced with fresh, sweet
fruit and style. December 2013

[89] Wine Spectator
Shows lively snap to the lemon-lime and fresh-cut apple
flavors, featuring some saline and minerally notes. The
finish is crisp and zesty. February 28, 2014

[88] Wine Enthusiast
Smoke and exotic spice notes accent ripe peach and apple
aromas on this sprightly off-dry Riesling. The palate
reverberates with zesty white-grapefruit and lime flavor,
augmented by a sunny streak of honey on the finish.
December 2014

[8.5/10] Vinography
Light yellow gold in the glass, this wine smells of wet
chalkboard, unripe pear, and hints of citrus zest. In the
mouth, bright, zingy acidity brings green apples and
green plum flavors a bit of nounce on the palate. Nice
sour-ish SweetTart flavor on the finish. October 2013

Savory aromas of dried peach and
blackberry, with something smoky behind is all. Dense
berry fruit with finely polished minerality animates the
palate. Elegant, lively and spicy on the finish.
Jan./Feb. 2014
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DR. LOOSEN BERNKASTELER
LAY RIESLING KABINETT 2012
[91] Wine Enthusiast

DR. LOOSEN
ERDENER TREPPCHEN
RIESLING KABINETT 2012
[91] Mosel Fine Wines

This semisweet Riesling balances an
intensely fruit-forward profile of
ripe yellow cherry and quince
flavors against a backdrop of crisp, tart tangerine acidity.
It’s sunny and bright, yet elegantly composed, with a bristle of fresh herrb notes that linger on the finish.
June 2014

This is still closed but delivers
attractive notes of fresh white
peach, flowers and mint. This peach-driven wine is juicy
and intense on the palate, with some nice flavors of fresh
grapes and lemon coming through in the long and spicy
finish. This is a delicious Kabinett! October 2013

[90] Wine Spectator

[90] Wine Spectator

Juicy and racy, with bright, engaging flavors of apples,
lemon-lime and Asian pear that are fresh and clean-tasting.
Bright finish. February 28, 2014

Very fresh, with pure, focused flavors of crunchy green
apple, peach and Asian pear, accented by notes of thyme.
Crisp finish. February 28, 2014

[9-9.5/10] Vinography

[9-9.5/10] Vinography

Palest greenigh gold in the glass, this wine smells of white
flowers and a touch of honey and linalool. In the mouth,
gorgeously bright mandarin and pear flavors burst on the
palate and linger with a stony note in the finish.
October 2013

[16/20] Jancis Robinson
Very pale. Racy and lively. Lightly but attractively smoky.
Some real energy here. Featherlight with marked residual
sugar but far from sickly. Great balance. Fructosissimo!
August 2013

[89] Mosel Fine Wines
This offers a complex nose of citrus, yellow peach, cassis,
mint and rose. This leads to a ripe, round and creamy
texture on the palate, which one would rather expect from
a Spätlese. However, some citrussy fruits make the finish
fresh and zesty. October 2013

Pale gold in the glass, this wine smells of whiteand ripe
pears. In the mouth, beautiful pear and white floral
flavors sit poised on the palate while mandarin acidity
races electrically around they edges of the mouth, making
the saliva glands go into overdrive across the long finish.
Juicy, bright and delicious. Lightly sweet. October 2013

[88] Wine Enthusiast
Hints of nuts and pressed apple lend a savory tone to the
nose of this off-dry Riesling, but the palate is fresh and
fruity with crisp peach and apricot flavors. Tingly lemonlime acidity jolts the palate towards a long, mineral-kissed
finish. December 2014

[87] Stephen Tanzer’s International Wine Cellar
Apple blossom and smoked almond on the nose. In the
mouth, luscious apricot fruit is nicely framed by a fine
mineral edge. The appealing finish features a note of
allspice. Jan./Feb. 2014

[17/20] Jancis Robinson
Pale greenish straw. Very slightly sweaty nose. Then a
panoply of fruit. Passion fruit juice with spritz and delicacy. Masses of acidity! A bit of chew on the end.
August 2013
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DR. LOOSEN ÜRZIGER WÜRZGARTEN
RIESLING KABINETT 2012
The Telegraph
Würzgarten (spice garden) produces some of the most
distinct wines of all Mosel’s famour vineyards. They are
richer than most, with flavours of the tropics (pineapple
in htis case) and, not surprisingly, a vibrant, spicy side.
January 2014

Steven Spurrier Decanter
From 70-year-old ungrafted vines densely planted on
steep, south-facing red volcanic soils, Ernst Loosen has
produced a true classic - citrussy, honeyed florality on hte
nose, terrific energy and depth. September 2013

[90] Wine Spectator
Taut, with some minty and herbal notes to the broad ripe
apple, pear and dried citrus flavors. Heady lavender and
tangerine hints stretch out on the finish.
February 28, 2014

[88] Stephen Tanzer’s International Wine Cellar
Subtle bouquet of peach pit, cinnamon and lemon zest.
The elegant wihite peach fruit is decidedly light on the
palate, highlighted by refreshing acidity. Mineral salts
accent the pleasingly brisk finish. Jan./Feb. 2014

DR. LOOSEN
ÜRZIGER WÜRZGARTEN
RIESLING SPÄTLESE 2012
[93] Wine Enthusiast
– Editors’ Choice –

DR. LOOSEN WEHLENER SONNENUHR
RIESLING KABINETT 2012
[91] Wine Enthusiast
There’s a revitalizing swathe of herbs on the nose of this
medium-sweet Riesling, highlightling notes of lemon and
lime against a backdrop of juicy, ripe yellow peaches and
nectarines. It’s delicately lacy on the palate, yet bolstered
by tones of honey and wax. A citurs acidity that pierces
long on the finish. August 2014

[89] Wine Spectator
Concentrated flavors of Fuji apple are broad and richly
textured in this fruity style. Ripe citrus and spice notes
chime in on the flinty finish. August 31, 2014

DR. LOOSEN
ERDENER TREPPCHEN
RIESLING SPÄTLESE 2012
[94] Wine Enthusiast
– Editors’ Choice –
Top 100 Wines of 2014 (#29)
An intense experience on the nose and palate, this semisweet Riesling opens with a gorgeous bouquet of yellow
flowers, stone fruit and musk against a backdrop of chalk
and minerals. It’s richly fruity, with a sharp, honed acidity
that’s shocking and penetrating. Finished long, with an
elegant honeyed touch. June 2014

Ripe musk melon and flowers
perfume this delectable semisweet Riesling. The palate is
pristine, with ripe yellow peach and tangerine flavors
scented by honey and spice. It finished long, with a spray
of delicate cherry blossoms. June 2014

[91] Wine Spectator
A savory style, with dried ginger notes to the supple
flavors of ripe apple, dried apricot and Asian pear,
accented by gooseberry hints. Ripe melon and spice
details show on the finish. February 28, 2014

[9.5] Vinography
Palest gold in the glass, this wine smells of wet stone and
rainwater mixed with white flowers and citrus. In the
mouth bright and juicy acidity makes flavors of mandarin
orange, white flowers, and hints of ripe apples dance
beautifully on the palate. Gorgeous, balanced, and racy,
with a very long finish. Moderately sweet. October 2013

[90] Mosel Fine Wines
Ripe fruits including mango, pineapple and passion fruit
are joined by a fresh feeling of mint and red apple. The
wine is spicy and elegant at first before developing a
creamier and softer side on the palate. This is rather sweet
for the moment, and patience will be needed to let the
wine integrate its richness. This will be a good Auslesestyled wine in a decade or two. October 2013
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DR. LOOSEN
WEHLENER SONNENUHR
RIESLING SPÄTLESE 2012
[92] Tasting Panel

[91] Wine Spectator
Offers a mix of lively mineral, nectarine and green apple
flavors. The sleek finish has hints of salinity, with notes of
chive and green herbs. October 15, 2014

Fresh and juicy with pure, racy
acidity and tangy peach; elegant
with mineral notes and lovely balance; fresh and exquisite.
December 2013

DR. LOOSEN
ÜRZIGER WÜRZGARTEN
RIESLING AUSLESE 2012

[92] Mosel Fine Wines

[93] Wine Enthusiast
– Cellar Selection –

This exhibits some fresh notes of cassis, yellow peach,
tangerine as well as herbs. There are quite some ripe fruits
on the palate and the finish is intense, complex and pure.
This is a nice Auslese-styled wine which just needs some
bottle age to show its best. October 2013

[91] Wine Spectator
Open-textured, with ripe melon and tangerine flavors that
feature some notes of dried ginger. Offers a crisp finish,
delivering hints of sage and honey and tarragon. Pure-tasting and racy on the finish. February 28, 2014

[9.5] Vinography
Pale gold in the glass, this wine smells of peaches, pears,
and honeysuckle. In the mouth the wine has a wonderful
weightlessness to is as flavors of honeysuckle, mandarin
orange and exotic citrus zest pop and crackle with electric
acidity. Poised, balanced and gorgeously long in the
mouth. October 2013

Flavors of honey tangerines and
quince preserves resonate deeply in this sweet-tangy
Riesling full of fruit and blossom flavors. So sprightly and
brisk, it dances delicately on the tongue, yet lingers long
with a murmur of lime zest astringency. December 2014

[91] Wine Spectator
A well-rounded style, with concentrated Gala apples and
lemon curd flavors supported by fresh acidity. Offers a
citrusy bite on the finish, accented by notes of shiso and
lemon verbana. October 15, 2014

[90] Stephen Tanzer’s
International Wine Cellar
Pale golden yellow. Mango, clover and lemon oil on the
nose. Sleek and refined on the palate, showing a juicy,
mouthwatering freshness. Finishes gracefully, with tropical fruits, almods and slate. This nicely balanced Auslese
still needs time to reveal its potential. Jan./Feb. 2014

[89] Wine Enthusiast
Smoke and dusty earth notes waft from this semi-sweet
Riesling, adding a mineral tone to luscious yellow peach
and cherry flavors on the palate. While satisfyingly juicy,
it’s brisk and sprightly in mouthfeel, with an energetic
streak of lemon-lime acidity on the finish. December 2014

DR. LOOSEN ERDENER TREPPCHEN
RIESLING AUSLESE 2012
[94] Wine Enthusiast
Top 100 Cellar Selections of 2014 (#90)
Lanolin and honeycomb lend a mineral slick to sweet
peach and honey flavors in this lavishly rich Riesling. It’s
marmalade sweet on the palate, yet brisk in lemon acidity
that stretches out the finish. It’s delicious now, but those
mineral complexities will shine from 2018 on.
December 2014

DR. LOOSEN WEHLENER SONNENUHR
RIESLING AUSLESE 2012
[92] Wine Enthusiast
Pink grapefruit and waxy lanolin notes entice on this
intensely fruity, honey-kissed Riesling. Medium sweet in
style, it’s chock full of luscious pineapple and blossom
notes, but nervous with bristling lemon-lime acidity.
Gorgeously balanced, yet decadently enjoyable, it lingers
endlessly on the finish. December 2014

Decanter World Wine Awards 2014
Gold Medal, Germany, Sweet White
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DR. LOOSEN
ERDENER PRÄLAT RIESLING
AUSLESE GOLDKAPSEL
2012
[93] Mosel Fine Wines
This offers, at first, a pure yet
restrained nose of flowers, pineapple, and yellow peach.
Then, some richer flavors of bakery products and almond
paste gradually come through. The wine is highly juicy
and creamy on the palate, and shows a lot of fruits in the
smooth, long and fresh finish. This is a superbly refined
Prälat bottling. October 2013

DR. LOOSEN RIESLING EISWEIN 2009
[90] Wine Enthusiast
Dr. Loosen offers a solid value in this remarkably wellpriced eiswein. It’s enticing on the nose, with aromas of
honey, saffron and a dark, dusty mineral tone. Rich and
silky in texture, it’s concentrated and lively on the palate,
with intense flavors of lemon and peach. Finishes with a
tinge of tea and spicy orange rind. It’s delicious now.
April 2014

[91] Wine Enthusiast
There’s a heady bouquet of blossom and stone fruit on
this lavishly aromatic Riesling that persists from nose to
finish. The palate is ripe and juicy; penetrating with
honey, yellow cherry and apricot flavors, but cut with a
zesty streak of grapefruit and limes. Finishes endlessly
long. December 2014

[91] Stephen Tanzer’s
International Wine Cellar
Golden yellow. Scents of apple blossom, white raisin and
quince arre highlighted by a faint hint of spicy botrytis.
Luscious, candied fruit show a velvety texture, with minty
acidity keeping the palate fresh. At once dense and light,
the mineral salts and slate spices on the long, elegant
finish. Jan./Feb. 2014

[88] Wine Spectator
Offers a smoky aroma, with languid flavors of ripe peach,
melon and pineapple, offset with a metallic note. The filigreed finish has beeswax accents. Web Only 2014

[18/20] Jancis Robinson
Huge and rich and intense - surely nearly Beerenauslese.
Exciting stuff! A wonderfully clean, rich mouthful with
an undertow of golden syrup. August 2013
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